
 
 

INTERNATIONAL PIPELINE CONFERENCE 2024 
HONOR NOMINATION FORM 

 
1. NAME OF HONOR   Distinguished Lecturer 

 Lifetime Achievement Honor 
 Young Pipeline Professional Honor 
 Business Innovation Excellence Honor 

 
2. DATE SUBMITTED      
                                                                                                                                                  
 
3.  NOMINEE(S) FULL NAME   
 

Nominee(s) Current Position   
 

Nominee(s) Address  
(Indicate whether home or business)  

  
  
 
  

4. CITATION  
 A 35-40-word summary of nominee's qualifications. The citation should be specific to the honor.  

 

 

 

 
 
5.  NOMINATOR 
 The Nominator shall write a reference letter for the nominee. Name and address of nominator should be included in the 

reference letter. 
 
 
6. REFERENCES 
 Two or more references shall write a letter of support who are acquainted with nominee's qualifications and requirements of 

the honor.   
  
 Please be advised that the Committee on Honors will not consider more than four reference letters.  
 
 At least one of the reference letters should come from the nominee’s organization. The nominator reference letter counts 

as a reference. 
 
 
7. PERSONAL STATEMENT 
 Nominees must also provide a personal statement (max 500 words) describing their career aspirations related to the 

energy pipeline industry. This shall be attached. 
 
 
8. RESUME 
 Nominee to attach a current resume (only applicable to the Young Pipeline Professional Honor) 
 
 
9. BRIEF BIOGRAPHY 

 
 



 
 Give education, positions held, honors, pipeline activities, and participation in other engineering societies.  In listing 

positions held, include directorships of civic activities and industrial corporations.  For a nominee having many honors, 
those honors should be included that support the achievements for which the individual is being nominated. 

 
 
ADDITIONAL OPTIONAL INFORMATION 
 
10. INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS: List the candidate’s involvement in key pipeline industry organizations of involvement in 

approximate order of significance and comment on the contributions to those industry organizations.  Indicate if the 
involvement was in a volunteer capacity, paid capacity or employer supported capacity.  

 
11. PUBLICATIONS:    List no more than 15 in approximate order of significance and comment on the most important, up to 

a maximum of 5.  Please cite those publications which specifically support the nominee’s achievements and establish a 
claim to the honor for which the individual is nominated.   

 
 
12. PATENTS:   List no more than 15 in approximate order of significance and comment on the most important, up to a 

maximum of 5.  As with the publications, please cite those patents which specifically support the nominee's 
achievements and establish a claim to the honor for which the individual is nominated.   

 
Once the package is complete, please email the form and attachments in a single pdf to micelik@asme.org  
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